stronger in ENPs than EXPs, cell cycle however showing much stronger backup than sporulation (Table   1 ). Statistical test shows differences between the different conditions to be highly significant (p<10 -4 , Supplementary Table 2 ). This difference can be explained with the help of a hypothetical case of machines, one working continuously and the other conditionally. If one has to sustain backups for the two machines, it is quite obvious that there should be a stronger back up for the machine that is being used continuously. Though backup is obligatory for occasionally used machine, it is not economical to maintain backup as strong as the former case. Similarly in this work, the probable reason might be that cell cycle being active all the time has maintained higher number of alternate paths, and hence more robust. Here, sporulation (an endogenous multistage process that occurs in adverse conditions) shows an intermediate number of alternate paths between cell cycle and EXPs. Robustness of TRNs is known to evolve through gradual and neutral evolution in the space of network architectures and can be subjected to change by natural selection 9 . Perhaps there exists some evolutionary pressures on these ENPs, which gradually modified them to have a higher backup. In order to verify whether the higher backupness in ENPs is a result of high degree per TF, average degree for TFs (<k>) are calculated and is found to be higher in EXPs, thus unable to explain the higher backupness in ENPs. We have further classified the out-degree ( While studying the alternate paths, we have noted existence of some highly linked paths that are conserved across the five conditions (Supplementary Table 6 ). Since a small number of TFs could combine with different TFs to control a variety of expression patterns in yeast 8, 12 , we suggest these paths do the same by forming the core paths or 'backbones' during rewiring and manifest a diverse range of function. They associate in different combinations of paths having condition specific functions.
Here we have applied a method to get a quantitative view of the backup machinery of gene TRNs.
This enables us to find higher backup and more robustness of ENPs over EXPs; higher regulatory backup of sucrose hydrolyzing enzyme and other biologically important genes. We also unravel a specialized highly dense interconnected architecture in ENPs explaining their robustness. While this method is able to explain the essentiality of some hub and non-hub TFs, other potentially important TFs are also identified.
In a word, we capture the essence of TRN in a new way that can help to understand other biological networks.
Materials and Methods

Dataset: transcriptional regulatory network
The TRN is taken from SANDY database (http://sandy.topnet.gersteinlab.org/). It contains integrated gene-expression data for five conditions. The number of TF, TG and interactions under each condition is summarized in Supplementary Table 7 . Whenever an intermediate TF is regulated by more than one TF, it is considered that they are the different paths that lead to the target TF. For example YLR182W, an intermediate TF involved in the pathway of YBL043W expression, has the following alternate paths possible to transmit signal.
Alternate Paths of regulation
YLR182W-YML027W-YKL043W-YPL177C-YBL043W YLR182W-YML027W-YKL043W-YKL062W-YPR104C-YEL009C-YNL103W-YIR018W- YBL043W YLR182W-YKL112W-YPR104C-YEL009C-YNL103W-YIR018W-YBL043W YLR182W-YKL112W-YDR207C-YGL073W-YBR049C-YNL216W-YKL062W-YPR104C- YEL009C-YNL103W-YIR018W-YBL043W
Statistical analysis
The ENPs and EXPs showed a varied strength of backup i.e. number of alternate paths. So we have computed the chi square values and corresponding p values for all the possible pairs formed by the five conditions. We also performed Mann-Whitney U test to compare the difference between k out_int of the ENP and EXP TFs.
Searching for potentially essential TFs and effect of TF knockouts on networks.
Transcription factors are removed from the network one by one and the number of alternate paths and We have removed TFs (both random and hubs) to study the robustness of each condition. We have removed 2% 5%, 8%, 11% and 14% at random form TFs for all the TGs in each condition, and the number of alternate paths as well as viable TGs (TGs for which at least one complete path left) are calculated. Similarly, we have removed top 2% 5%, 8%, 11% and 14% of top TF hubs and similar calculations are performed. Supplementary Fig. 1 shows how a gene is affected in terms of alternate paths after hubs-knockouts.
Construction of different Hierarchical Levels
Hierarchical levels have been generated by assigning the base level to the TGs and higher-level numbers to the TFs in the TRN similar to the "BFS-level" method described by Gerstien et al. 13 , but unlike them we haven't restricted TFs to one particular level. If a target TF is present in the n th level, then the TF regulating it will be placed in the (n+1) th level, this process is repeated till we reach the genes that are not regulated by any other transcription factors and are assigned the topmost level at the hierarchy. Repetitions are allowed i.e. a single gene is assigned to more than one hierarchical level if it controls different genes that belong to different hierarchical levels. Supplementary Table 8 
